
Color Pencil Unit 3
10/2 - 10/13

Space, Perspective, Composition
10/16 - 10/27



Color Wheel - a circle with different colored sectors used 
to show the relationship between colors.

Hue - Color

Neutral - Black, gray, white

Primary - processed colors that cannot be mixed. RYB

Secondary - Mixed by primaries. GOP

Analogous - Closely related in hues, adjacent colors

Monochromatic - Variations of tints and shades of 1 color

Tint - add white

Tone - add gray

Shade - add black



Sketch: Drawing done quickly in prep for a finished piece

Line: Dry medium over a smooth surface leaving marks -
Element of drawing

Contour line: One continuous line that creates an outline. 
Shows mass / volume and creates shape. 

Hatching: Tonal or shading effect by close parallel lines 
(Cross shading by using overlapping lines) 

Texture: The feel, appearance, or consistency of a surface 
or a substance. 

Line Weight: Relative boldness, strength, heaviness, 
darkness of a line against background or support. 



Full color spectrum 
blended

warm colors

cool colors

mix complements
R&G, Y&P, B&O

add white to a color
add black to a color

grab a color pencil set.. maybe a couple



1 sphere 
monochromatic

blended

1 sphere
tertiary colors

blended

1 sphere
skin tone 
blended

1 sphere
complements 

blended

a color spectrum
ROYGBIV

Blend by using colorless 
pencil, baby oil, cardstock 

toned paper

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/398357529519002313/
then work on SRQ





Jump Start

In your sketchbook
hand size or so try 

this abstract piece in 
color pencils.



Take a card stock colors and 
glue/tape them down on your 

page. 
experiment with how the 

colored pencils react to half 
tone paper. 

When you are finished 
practicing then please get 
back into completing your 

projects…

10/11



http://morgandavidsonart.com/

11/5
Read A Painting

Morgan Davidson
Chameleon Study

2013 - 14
Colored Pencil

Draw 1:
Describe
Analyze  
Interpret

Judgment



Paul Cezanne   Basket of Apples   1895    Oils
Sketch the composition. In a paragraph discuss the 

composition. Is there a letter or shape, or a design principal to  
offer evidence to your speculation? What do you think 

Cezanne wanted to learn in this study?



http://www.people.vcu.edu/~djbromle/art-symbolism/student-projects-2002/NATIONALE-NEDERLANDEN-BUILDING-chen

http://www.people.vcu.edu/%7Edjbromle/art-symbolism/student-projects-2002/NATIONALE-NEDERLANDEN-BUILDING-chen.html




Read A Painting
Unknown artist “KH”

graphite

architectural sketch

What artistic style?

Describe

Analyze principals

Interpret symbolism 
or meaning with 

evidence

Judgement













Space and Perspective Project

Choose your favorite piece of cultural 
architecture. Look up distorted architecture, art 

nouveau architecture, Escher paradox, Frank 
Gehry, paradox architecture…

Take 1 point 2 point and 3 point perspective into 
consideration when looking at a piece of 

architecture. Make notes about viewpoints. 

Collage, distort, and change up your architecture 
making it Surreal. Think melting, upside down, 

sideways buildings.

Use the whole 11x14 page even using your 
negative space to help the composition. 

Use full color blending or value scale

DUE: 11/9 - 10th




